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Abstract. Spatial and temporal variations of pressure, temperature and3

water vapor content in the atmosphere introduce significant confounding de-4

lays in Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) observations of5

ground deformation and bias estimates of regional strain rates. Producing6
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robust estimates of tropospheric delays remains one of the key challenges in7

increasing the accuracy of ground deformation measurements using InSAR.8

Recent studies revealed the efficiency of global atmospheric reanalysis to mit-9

igate the impact of tropospheric delays, motivating further exploration of their10

potential. Here, we explore the effectiveness of these models in several ge-11

ographic and tectonic settings on both single interferograms and time series12

analysis products. Both hydrostatic and wet contributions to the phase de-13

lay are important to account for. We validate these path delay corrections14

by comparing with estimates of vertically integrated atmospheric water va-15

por content derived from the passive multi-spectral imager MERIS, onboard16

the ENVISAT satellite. Generally, the performance of the prediction depends17

on the vigor of atmospheric turbulence. We discuss (1) how separating at-18

mospheric and orbital contributions allows one to better measure long wave-19

length deformation, (2) how atmospheric delays affect measurements of the20

surface deformation following earthquakes and (3) we show that such a method21

allows us to reduce biases in multi-year strain rate estimates by reducing the22

influence of unevenly sampled seasonal oscillations of the tropospheric de-23

lay.24
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1. Introduction

Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) has been successfully used to mea-25

sure ground deformations related to hydrologic, volcanic and tectonic processes [e.g. Baw-26

den et al., 2001; Beauducel et al., 2000;Massonnet et al., 1992]. Rapid, large-amplitude de-27

formation signals such as co-seismic displacement fields [e.g. Simons et al., 2002; Lasserre28

et al., 2005] or volcano-tectonic episodes [e.g. Pritchard and Simons , 2002; Wright et al.,29

2004; Doubre and Peltzer , 2007; Grandin et al., 2010] are now routinely measured by30

InSAR. Still, the detection of low amplitude, long wavelength deformation fields such as31

those due to interseismic strain accumulation or post-seismic motion remains challenging32

because of interferometric decorrelation, inaccurate orbits and atmospheric propagation33

delays [e.g. Peltzer et al., 2001; Wright et al., 2001; Ryder et al., 2007; Wen et al., 2012;34

Jolivet et al., 2012; Grandin et al., 2012; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013]. Here, we focus on a35

specific method to mitigate the impact of atmospheric artifacts.36

Spatio-temporal variations of the refractivity of air can introduce a change in the mea-37

sured interferometric phase, hereafter called the Atmospheric Phase Screen (APS). This38

phase change, or phase delay, can be on the order of several centimeters and often over-39

whelms the deformation signal of interest [Hanssen, 2001]. These phase delays result40

from the combined effects of turbulent mixing in the atmosphere (hereafter called turbu-41

lent delay) and stratification of the lower troposphere (hereafter called stratified delay)42

[e.g. Hanssen, 2001; Emardson et al., 2003; Doin et al., 2009]. Multiple studies consider43

the turbulent atmospheric delay patterns as random in space and time, which can be44

mitigated by temporal filtering of large time series of SAR acquisitions [e.g Ferretti et al.,45
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2001; Berardino et al., 2002; Hooper et al., 2007; Cavalié et al., 2007; Jolivet et al., 2012;46

Hetland et al., 2012]. On the other hand, stratified tropospheric delay can introduce a47

long term bias in estimates of strain rates when using stacking or more involved time series48

methods, when seasonal oscillations are not well-sampled in time [Doin et al., 2009].49

Proposed correction methods can be divided into two groups, the empirical and the pre-50

dictive methods. Empirical methods evaluate the dependency of interferometric phase on51

elevation within individual interferograms [e.g. Beauducel et al., 2000]. Several techniques52

have been developed to separate contributions from residual orbits, tectonic deformation53

and the stratified tropospheric signal, including the use of a priori information from a54

deformation model [e.g. Cavalié et al., 2008; Elliott et al., 2008] or the evaluation of a55

local phase-topography relationship [Lin et al., 2010; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013]. Unfor-56

tunately, empirical methods cannot be easily used when the expected deformation signal57

correlates with topography, such as over volcanoes [e.g. Delacourt et al., 1998] or across58

major topographic steps [e.g. Elliott et al., 2008]. Such a limitation might be overcome by59

decomposing the interferometric phase and associated topography over multiple spatial60

wavelengths to separate the different contributions before proceeding to the estimation61

[Lin et al., 2010; Shirzaei and Bürgmann, 2012]. Still, the relationship between phase and62

topography inferred using such empirical methods depends on the spatial extent of the63

SAR scene, sometimes leading to wrong estimates of the spatial variations of the tropo-64

spheric stratification. Empirical approaches are successful in selected cases, but their use65

cannot be generalized and their performances should be carefully evaluated for each case66

(see Supp. Mat.).67
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Predictive methods are based on inputs from external meteorological datasets to com-68

pute synthetic delay maps and directly correct for tropospheric delays in interferograms.69

Numerous methods have been developed using local meteorological data [e.g. Delacourt70

et al., 1998], GPS zenith delay measurements [Williams et al., 1998; Webley et al., 2002;71

Li et al., 2006a; Onn and Zebker , 2006; Li et al., 2009], satellite multi-spectral imagery72

[e.g. Li et al., 2006b, 2012] and outputs from local meteorological models constrained by73

local data collection [Wadge et al., 2002; Foster et al., 2006; Puysségur et al., 2007; Foster74

et al., 2013]. These methods have had mixed success as they rely on the collection of75

external data, co-located in space and time, which are not always available for the time76

of each SAR acquisition. As one needs to consistently correct each interferogram to min-77

imize errors and biases in time series reconstructions or estimates of regional strain rates,78

the availability of independent meteorological data is a major limitation.79

Recently, several studies focused on the use of Global Atmospheric Models (hereafter80

GAMs) to predict delays at the time of SAR acquisitions and correct for the stratified81

tropospheric delays [e.g. Doin et al., 2009; Jolivet et al., 2011]. Based on the reanalysis82

of global meteorological data, these models provide estimates of atmospheric variables,83

including temperature, water vapor partial pressure and geopotential height of pressure84

levels, on a regular spatial grid (global or regional) at regular time steps. Following Doin85

et al. [2009], who validated the potential of GAMs by showing quantitative comparisons86

of empirical corrections and GAMs outputs, Jolivet et al. [2011] developed a predictive,87

systematic, correction tool using GAMs. We build on these later studies to explore in88

greater detail the prediction of stratified tropospheric delays from GAMs.89
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In this study, we rely on three GAMs, ERA-Interim [European Center for Medium-90

Range Weather Forecasts (hereafter ECMWF), Dee et al., 2011], the North American91

Regional Reanalysis (hereafter NARR) [National Center for Environmental Prediction,92

Mesinger et al., 2006] and the Modern Era-Retrospective Analysis (hereafter MERRA)93

[NASA Rienecker et al., 2011], to explore the effects of such corrections in different geo-94

graphical and tectonic environments.95

We begin with a description of our method including modifications to our original imple-96

mentation and show the importance of estimating the full propagation delay, accounting97

for the spatio-temporal variations of both water vapor and temperature (i.e. wet delay)98

and pressure (i.e. hydrostatic or dry delay). We validate this approach with measure-99

ments of the integrated precipitable water vapor using the Medium Resolution Imaging100

Spectrometer (MERIS), a passive spectrometer onboard the ENVISAT satellite. We dis-101

cuss the effect of turbulence on the quality of the predictions from GAMs. We also present102

examples highlighting the variable performances of different reanalysis products.103

Using 4 different examples, we highlight:104

1. The ability to predict lateral variations in delays along a coastal area and across a105

major mountain range (example from Northern Chile),106

2. The potential for prediction of long wavelength phase delays (example from Makran),107

3. Improvement in the measurement of earthquake-related ground deformations (ex-108

ample from the 2005 Mw 7.7 Tarapacá earthquake),109

4. The importance of tropospheric correction on time series reconstructions and velocity110

estimates (example from a time series of deformation on the flank of Mt. Etna from 2003111

to 2010).112
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Unless otherwise specified, the interferograms shown in this study have been processed113

from raw data to an unwrapped geocoded product using the ROI PAC InSAR processing114

software suite following the standard 2-pass procedure [Rosen et al., 2004]. We use pre-115

cise orbits and the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model116

(DEM) with a 90 m pixel spacing [Farr and Kobrick , 2000].117

2. Computing an atmospheric phase screen from global atmospheric reanalysis

2.1. Method and implementation

The Line-Of-Sight (LOS) tropospheric delay is the integral of air refractivity between118

the ground and the satellite. Neglecting the compressibility of air and water vapor, the119

refractivity of air can be written [e.g. Smith and Weintraub, 1953]120

N = k1
Pd

T
+ k2

e

T
+ k3

e

T 2
, (1)

where Pd is the partial pressure of dry air, T is the temperature, e is the partial pressure121

of water vapor and k1 = 0.776 K.Pa−1, k2 = 0.716 K.Pa-1 and k3 = 3.75e3 K2.Pa−1 are122

empirical constants determined by Smith and Weintraub [1953]. This formulation does not123

account for the water content of clouds which we assume to be part of the turbulent delay.124

We also neglect the impact of spatio-temporal variations in ionospheric electronic content.125

Most of the examples shown in the present study use C-band sensors (wavelength of 5 cm)126

that are usually minimally affected by such perturbations [Hanssen, 2001]. Regardless,127

ionospheric perturbations are beyond the scope of the present study [for an example of128

ionospheric perturbations, see Raucoules and de Michele, 2010]. The total LOS single129

path tropospheric delay, δLtotal
LOS(z, t), is derived by integrating the refractivity N between130

the ground at elevation z and a reference elevation zref above which spatio-temporal131
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variations of N are negligible. δLtotal
LOS(z, t) is the sum of the hydrostatic delay, δLdry

LOS(z),132

and the wet delay, δLwet
LOS(z) (i.e. the hydrostatic delay is defined as the theoretical delay133

in the case where the water vapor partial pressure e(z, t) = 0Pa, Doin et al. [2009]). At134

a given time t and for a pixel at elevation z, we write135

δLtotal
LOS(z, t) = δLdry

LOS(z, t) + δLwet
LOS(z, t), where (2)

δLdry
LOS(z, t) =

10−6

cos(θ)

k1Rd

gm
[P (z, t)− P (z0, t)], and (3)

δLwet
LOS(z, t) =

10−6

cos(θ)

∫ zref

z

[(

k2 −
Rd

Rv

k1

) e(z, t)

T (z, t)
+ k3

e(z, t)

T (z, t)2

]

dz, (4)

where θ is the LOS incidence angle, P = Pd + e is the total pressure, Rd = 287.05136

J.Kg−1.K−1 and Rv = 461.495 J.Kg−1.K−1 are the specific gas constants for dry air and137

water vapor, respectively, and gm is the local gravity at the center of the atmospheric138

column between z and zref (here, we fix gm = 9.8 m.s−2) [Saastamoinen, 1972]. Thus,139

given vertical profiles of temperature, pressure and water vapor partial pressure, eq. 2140

allows one to compute an estimate of the absolute phase delay for two acquisitions at141

time t1 and t2 and combine them into the interferometric tropospheric phase delay as,142

∆Lt1,t2
LOS(z) = δLs

LOS(z, t2)− δLs
LOS(z, t1). (5)

Global and regional reanalysis of atmospheric data provide estimates of atmospheric143

variables several times a day at different pressure levels. Here, we consider three different144

reanalysis, ERA-Interim, NARR and MERRA. ERA-Interim is the latest atmospheric145

reanalysis of the ECMWF, following ERA-40. It provides estimates of temperature, water146

vapor partial pressure and geopotential height along 37 pressure levels, on a global 0.7◦147

grid, at 0:00, 6:00, 12:00 and 18:00 UTC daily, from 1989 to present. NARR is a regional148

model that provides estimates of the same atmospheric variables along 29 pressure levels,149
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on a Northern Hemisphere Lambert Conformal Conic grid centered on the United States,150

at 0:00, 3:00, 6:00, 9:00, 12:00, 15:00, 18:00, 21:00 UTC daily, from 1979 to present.151

MERRA is a global reanalysis, providing the same variables, along 42 pressure levels, on152

a global grid (0.5◦ along longitude and 0.75◦ along latitude), at 0:00, 6:00, 12:00 and 18:00153

UTC daily, from 1979 to present. Details on the atmospheric data used as inputs, the154

assimilation process and the model performances are described in Dee et al. [2011] for155

ERA-Interim, Mesinger et al. [2006] for NARR and Rienecker et al. [2011] for MERRA.156

We briefly compare the performance of these three reanalysis in section 2.5.157

Jolivet et al. [2011] describe the derivation of maps of path delay, coincident with SAR158

acquisitions, from the outputs of atmospheric reanalysis. To model the single path delay159

at an acquisition time ti, we extract the vertical profiles of temperature, water vapor160

partial pressure and geopotential height from the reanalysis output the closest to time ti,161

at each grid point in an area that encompass the entire SAR scene. We then convert the162

geopotential height to a regular vertical metric grid, by dividing by gm. By integrating163

eqs. 3 and 4, we compute both hydrostatic and wet delay contributions on each grid point.164

Finally, we use a spline interpolant in the vertical direction to estimate the delay at the165

pixel’s elevation and a bilinear interpolant in the horizontal direction. We then differenti-166

ate delay maps at each different time of acquisition to derive the predicted interferometric167

stratified tropospheric delay.168

The method just described is implemented as an open-source, fully-documented,169

Python-based package, called PyAPS (Python-based Atmospheric Phase Screen), avail-170

able at http://www.earthdef.caltech.edu [Agram et al., 2013]. Among the main mod-171

ifications from the previous implementation described in Jolivet et al. [2011], this package172
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now allows one to automatically download atmospheric reanalysis products and to pro-173

duce maps of stratified tropospheric delays for both geocoded and radar geometries using174

the Digital Elevation Model used in processing the InSAR data. PyAPS can be used with175

ECMWF’s ERA-Interim, NCEP’s NARR and NASA’s MERRA outputs. We note that176

additional routines using any global and regional reanalysis can be easily implemented177

[Agram et al., 2013].178

In the present study, we use the SRTM DEM for all delay predictions [Farr and Kobrick ,179

2000]. The reference elevation is set to 30 km as it is the top of the atmospheric layer180

modeled in both ERA-Interim and NARR. We assume negligible effects due to spatial181

and temporal variations in atmospheric stratification above this reference elevation.182

2.2. The importance of estimating the hydrostatic delay

At the scale of an interferogram, the spatial variations of pressure are usually small183

(i.e. typically within an order of magnitude of 1 hPa), while larger variations of water184

vapor partial pressure are common. As a consequence, the differential wet delay usually185

overwhelms the differential hydrostatic delay. Therefore, most efforts have focused on186

predicting the wet delay component [e.g. Li et al., 2006a, 2012], but very few studies187

also include an accurate hydrostatic delay estimate [e.g. Foster et al., 2006; Puysségur188

et al., 2007]. The hydrostatic delay can be estimated using continuous GPS stations,189

local collection of meteorological data with weather balloons or dynamic modeling of the190

atmosphere, or can be approximated from the ground pressure, following Saastamoinen191

[1972] [Delacourt et al., 1998]. Using GAMs, we provide an efficient and accurate approach192

to predict hydrostatic delay that can be combined with estimates of wet delay to predict193

the total tropospheric stratified delay.194
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Figure 1 shows a 35-day interferogram covering an area in southern California, extending195

from the Mojave Desert in the north to the Los Angeles Basin area in the south. The196

average perpendicular component of the interferometric baseline, B⊥, is 136m. Because of197

the short temporal baseline, we consider that deformation signals are negligible, although198

strong, localized, vertical displacements are reported throughout the Los Angeles basin199

area [southern part of the interferogram; Bawden et al., 2001]. We compare the unwrapped200

interferogram with both the wet and hydrostatic delay predicted using outputs from ERA-201

Interim. In Figure 2, we show the interferometric phase as a function of elevation.202

The prediction, based on ERA-Interim, reproduces the observed phase in the interfer-203

ogram reasonably well (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2c.) with a ∼70% reduction in variance without204

orbit re-estimation. Some atmospheric signal remains, especially north of the San Gabriel205

Mountains (118o W, 34.6o N), but the long wavelength signal is well explained by a change206

in the delay/elevation function from the Sierra Nevada mountains to the north, to the207

lower elevation Mojave Desert in the center, and the coastal Los Angeles Basin to the208

south. The variance reduction when only the wet delay is taken into account is approxi-209

mately 55%. As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the hydrostatic delay should not be neglected210

as it accounts for about 15% of the variance reduction.211

2.3. Validation using independent measurements of atmospheric integrated

water vapor content from MERIS

Jolivet et al. [2011] did not validate the correction method against independent mea-212

surements of any atmospheric variables. Here, we take advantage of the Medium Reso-213

lution Imaging Spectrometer instrument (MERIS), a passive multi-spectral imager with214

15 bands ranging from 395 nm to 900 nm. This instrument was onboard the European215
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Space Agency’s Envisat satellite and acquired data at the same time as the Advanced216

Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR). Fischer et al. [1997] describe how to derive maps of217

the precipitable water vapor at a 300 m spatial resolution from the ratio of radiances at218

bands 14 (885 nm) and 15 (900 nm), when no clouds mask the ground. When MERIS219

data has been acquired simultaneously with a SAR image, the derived precipitable water220

vapor maps can be used to produce maps of the wet delay with unprecedented resolution221

[e.g. Li et al., 2006b; Puysségur et al., 2007; Li et al., 2012].222

We follow the methodology proposed by Li et al. [2012] to derive maps of the tropo-223

spheric wet delay from the MERIS precipitable water vapor. We use the MERIS cloud224

mask product to discard areas covered by clouds. Such areas will not be included in225

further analysis. We write δLwet
LOS as,226

δLwet
LOS =

Π

cos θ
Wprec, (6)

where Wprec is the MERIS derived precipitable water vapor, θ is the Line-Of-Sight in-227

cidence angle and Π is a non-dimensional mapping factor given by Bevis et al. [1994]228

as,229

Π = 10−6ρRv

[ k3
Tm

+ k2 − wk1
]

, (7)

where ρ is the density of liquid water, w is the ratio of molecular masses of water vapor230

and dry air (∼0.668) and Tm(z) is a weighted average of the temperature between the231

ground and a reference altitude, given by, for a pixel at an altitude z,232

Tm(z) =

∫ zref

z
e/Tdz

∫ zref

z
e/T 2dz

. (8)

We evaluate the weighted average temperature at each pixel of the radar scene using the233

outputs from ERA-Interim to produce a map of Π. We then produce maps of the MERIS234
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derived wet delay by multiplying the MERIS precipitable water vapor by Π. Values of Π235

typically range from 5 to 7 [Li et al., 2012].236

We compare the performance of the MERIS derived and ERA-Interim derived pre-237

dictions of the wet delay on an interferogram computed using two SAR acquisitions on238

08/27/2004 and 05/03/2004 by the Envisat satellite over the eastern Makran region in239

Pakistan (Fig. 3). The average B⊥ is 235 m. The pixel size is ∼ 600 m (i.e. 32 and 160240

looks applied along azimuth and range, respectively). The covered area extends from the241

coast of the Indian ocean to the Baluchistan desert. The expected deformation rates due242

to nearby subduction are poorly constrained but are not likely to be higher than a few243

mm/yr [Byrnes et al., 1992]. We therefore consider the 4 months interferogram shown244

here to be free of any significant tectonic deformation signal and to reflect the spatial and245

temporal variations of tropospheric stratification.246

The prediction of wet delay from ERA-Interim and MERIS show a good agreement, with247

a difference of standard deviation of 1.3 cm along the LOS. Topographic related patterns248

visible in the south are well predicted using both techniques. We derive the total LOS249

delay from MERIS and ERA-Interim by adding the LOS hydrostatic delay derived from250

ERA-Interim in order to validate our approach with the data. The standard deviation of251

the residuals after correcting with MERIS is about 4.4 cm and 5.4 cm after correcting with252

ERA-Interim. These values drop to 0.6 cm and 1.0 cm, respectively, when removing a 2-D253

best-fitting linear ramp to account for orbital uncertainties (Fig. 3). Additional examples254

of successful and less successful corrections are shown in Supplementary Materials.255

We repeat this evaluation of the reduction of standard deviation, including the orbital256

estimation, on 31 interferograms with a temporal baseline of less than 1 year computed257
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on orbital track 449 covering the Pakistani Makran area. Our analysis is restricted to258

cases where the cloud coverage is of less than 30% of the scene. We compare the standard259

deviation of the original interferogram to that of the interferogram corrected for total260

tropospheric delays derived from MERIS and ERA-Interim, both with and without a 2-261

D best-fit linear function removed to account for potential orbital inaccuracies (Fig. 4).262

Corrections based on MERIS delay maps lead to a reduction of standard deviation in263

30 cases out of 31. MERIS does not lead to a reduction of standard deviation in all264

cases because of variable cloud coverage. ERA-Interim delay maps lead to a variance265

reduction in 28 cases out of 31. Including the estimation and removal of a 2-D best-fit266

linear function leads to a reduction of standard deviation in all cases with MERIS and267

ERA-Interim. Similarly to what has been observed over Tibet by Jolivet et al. [2011],268

delay corrections derived from ERA-Interim never produce any significant increase of the269

phase standard deviation and the standard deviation of the corrected product is, in the270

end, relatively stable for all interferograms (∼ 1− 2 cm, Fig. 4).271

Our analysis confirms that MERIS is more accurate than reanalysis predictions and272

should be used whenever daytime cloud-free data are available, as shown by recent studies273

[Walters et al., 2013; Lin, 2013]. The temperature and pressure vertical profiles provided274

by GAMs should be used in addition to the water vapor measurement to estimate the275

mapping factor Π and to derive the hydrostatic component of the delay. Still, the total276

delay predicted from ERA-Interim shows performances similar to that predicted using277

MERIS and should be used when no other independent data are available.278
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2.4. Troposphere stratification and turbulences

Jolivet et al. [2011] describe an 73% average reduction in APS using the ERA-Interim279

correction over all the short temporal baseline interferograms covering the Kunlun Fault280

area. Such a performance is quite acceptable, but understanding the reasons leading281

to poor predictions of the tropospheric delay is key. To what extent global or regional282

atmospheric models accurately predict tropospheric delay is primarily controlled by the283

level of turbulence in the lower troposphere at the time of the SAR acquisitions.284

As a proxy for the ratio between turbulent and stratified delays, we estimate the coef-285

ficient of correlation between interferometric phase and elevation. When this coefficient286

of correlation differs significantly from zero, topography correlates with the interferomet-287

ric phase, suggesting significant stratification of the troposphere, hence a relatively low288

level of turbulence. In Fig. 5, we represent the coefficient of correlation between phase289

and topography as a function of the standard deviation of the residuals after correcting290

the interferogram from the delay predicted with ERA-Interim. These examples are from291

Envisat acquisitions over two tracks covering the Pakistani Makran. As suggested by292

the two ellipses that enclose 90% of the data, when the applied correction decreases the293

interferogram variance (i.e. the synthetic delay reproduces the interferometric phase),294

it is statistically associated with a correlation between phase and topography (i.e. low295

turbulence).296

An example of turbulence overprinting of the tropospheric stratification signal is shown297

by the ERS-1 interferogram covering the region around Parkfield, California, USA (Fig. 6).298

The temporal baseline is 35 days and the average B⊥ is 125 m. The area extends from299

the Pacific coast in the south-west, to the Great Valley of California in the north-east.300
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We compare this interferogram with the stratified tropospheric delay predicted from the301

outputs of NARR (Fig. 6). Some patterns that match with the topography are correctly302

predicted using NARR (black arrows on Fig. 6). However, some of the predicted patterns303

are not visible in the interferogram. The dashed line roughly represents the limit between304

two domains. To the southwest, phase and topography correlate, while to the northeast,305

no clear correlation is visible. The region closer to the ocean also does not show a clear306

correlation. When no clear correlation is visible, the phase patterns look turbulent (i.e.307

following a spatially random distribution). In these cases, our method fails to improve the308

observations. By definition, we cannot predict perturbations with a wavelength smaller309

than the spacing between atmospheric model grid points (Fig. 6).310

2.5. Comparing different reanalysis

We briefly compare the predictions from three GAMs: NARR, ERA-I and MERRA.311

Figure 7 shows a 46 days ALOS interferogram covering the Kilauea volcano, Hawaii. The312

average perpendicular baseline is∼190m. All three reanalysis reproduce the gross features313

of the spatial variations in phase over the volcano, with a reduction of standard deviation of314

83%, 27% and 27% for NARR, ERA-Interim and MERRA, respectively. In this particular315

case, NARR performs significantly better as it predicts the phase/elevation relationship316

on low elevation terrains, where ERA-Interim and MERRA fail.317

Extending this comparison to all the interferograms used in this study and a few ad-318

ditional interferograms (see table in Supplementary Materials), we compare the standard319

deviation after correcting for the total delay predicted from ERA-Interim and MERRA,320

including the effect of an additional 2-D best-fit linear function to account for potential321

long-wavelength artifacts induced by imprecise orbit knowledge (Fig 8). While the num-322
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ber of interferograms used here are probably not a statistically representative sample, the323

trend suggests that one cannot chose systematically between ERA-Interim or MERRA,324

as their performances are relatively similar. As NARR only covers the North American325

continent, we did not include it in this comparison. From our experience, performance326

of each GAM has to be examined on a case-by-case basis on short temporal baseline327

interferograms.328

3. Application to case studies

We present 4 cases where the use of GAMs to predict the interferometric delay related329

to tropospheric stratification is essential to accurately measure ground deformation.330

3.1. From a coastline to high mountains, the example of Northern Chile

Lateral variations in the tropospheric stratification leading to lateral changes in the331

phase/elevation relationship are not usually captured by empirical methods, whereas they332

can be reproduced using GAMs [Jolivet et al., 2011]. Furthermore, most empirical meth-333

ods cannot track such variability over a relatively flat terrain such as along a coastline.334

Predicting the spatial variability of atmospheric phase delay is key, for instance when335

tracking the lateral variations of coupling along a subduction zone [e.g. Béjar-Pizarro336

et al., 2013].337

To illustrate this problem, we use a ∼7 month interferogram covering about 400 km338

along the northern Chile coastline and extending further north in the Andes over the339

Atacama Plateau (Fig. 9). The average B⊥ is ∼100 m. The phase versus elevation re-340

lationship can be approximated by a simple quadratic form over 1500 m of elevation341
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(bottom of Fig. 9). However, this relationship breaks down below 1000 m where a strong342

N-S variations in phase appears relatively uncorrelated with topography.343

The predicted delay computed using ERA-Interim gives a reasonable estimate of delay344

across the entire scene with a variance reduction of ∼86%. The trend for elevations higher345

than 1500 m is reproduced together with the broad distribution of values at low elevation.346

This variability is due to a long wavelength atmospheric change along the Pacific Coast,347

from north to south, that is well described in ERA-Interim. This example shows the348

potential for estimating and correcting long wavelength atmospheric fluctuations using349

GAMs even on relatively flat terrains.350

3.2. Estimating long wavelength deformations

Observing long wavelength deformation signals is a quite challenging task using InSAR351

because of the multiplicity of long wavelength noise sources in the interferometric phase.352

Long wavelength deformation signals, such as those expected along a subduction zone353

for instance [e.g. Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013], can trade off with inaccurate satellite orbits,354

oceanic tidal load signals [DiCaprio and Simons , 2008], hydrological load signals [Fu et al.,355

2012] and long wavelength variations in atmospheric stratification. Therefore, orbital356

parameters, which mimic long wavelength phase variations, are often estimated during357

the inversion for tectonic parameters (i.e. slip rate, slip distributions...), introducing358

more variability in the inversion process.359

We illustrate this case with a 70-day interferogram covering eastern Makran, in Pakistan.360

The average B⊥ is 235 m. We have applied two corrections to this interferogram. We361

predict the stratified tropospheric delay using the ERA-Interim reanalysis and correct the362

interferogram for this delay (Fig. 10, Top). Independently, we fit a linear plane on the363
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original interferogram as an approximation of a residual orbital signal (Fig. 10, bottom).364

The two sets of corrections perform similarly. The variance reduction by correcting for365

the stratified delay is ∼48% while it is ∼54% including the correction for an orbital plane.366

As shown by DiCaprio and Simons [2008], oceanic tidal load signals can be modeled and367

removed, while models are currently being developed to predict the influence of seasonal368

hydrological load on continents [e.g. Fu et al., 2012]. As a consequence, by using external369

data, such as GPS [e.g. Tong et al., 2013; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013], to constrain the370

residual orbital errors, or as the quality of estimated orbits should drastically increase with371

the future SAR missions, our method will allow one to decipher between long wavelength372

atmospheric signals and long wavelength deformation signals.373

3.3. The case of an earthquake

Often, in the case of an earthquake, ground deformation is so large that it overprints374

the atmospheric signal [e.g. Massonnet et al., 1992; Jònsson et al., 2002; Simons et al.,375

2002]. However, atmospheric perturbations affect the measurements, as shown for iono-376

spheric disturbance in L-band coseismic interferograms [Shen et al., 2009; Raucoules and377

de Michele, 2010]. Here, we evaluate the case of a coseismic interferogram in which the378

deformation signal is greatly perturbed by tropospheric stratification.379

The June 13th, 2005, Mw 7.7 Tarapacá earthquake was an intra-slab normal event with a380

hypocenter located at about 98 km depth in the Pacific subducting plate in northern Chile381

[Peyrat et al., 2006]. We compute two interferograms using Envisat ASAR acquisitions382

on the adjacent orbital tracks 96 and 368 covering similar time spans (Fig. 11). Both383

interferograms are quite different. Especially, the phase gradient on the western side on384

the bull’s eye-shape deformation pattern differs between the two images. Such differences385
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can yield ambiguities in modeling the size and depth of such an earthquake. However,386

this phase gradient is coincident with a step in elevation along the cordillera and is well387

predicted using the ERA-Interim reanalysis (center panels on Fig. 11). The atmospheric388

prediction on track 368 shows no delay due to stratification of the troposphere, while a389

strong signal is visible on the track 96 interferogram. When corrected for the predicted390

stratified tropospheric delay and after adjusting for a constant offset, both interferograms391

match in the overlapping area (note that the LOS angle is not exactly the same in the392

area of overlap).393

In their study, Peyrat et al. [2006] estimate empirically a linear phase/elevation rela-394

tionship, removing 2-5 cm of delay. Our approach reproduces their relationship. After395

correction, the total range change between the center of the bull’s eye shaped deformation396

field and the coastline reaches 18-20 cm. In this case, as the phase/elevation relationship397

is simple (i.e. linear), the empirical approach has proven successful. Using GAMs and a398

direct forward modeling of the tropospheric delay, we avoid the possible trade-offs between399

deformation and topography-correlated atmospheric delays.400

3.4. Removing periodic oscillations in phase measurement for time series

reconstruction

We can use GAMs to correct single interferograms if one intends to observe and model401

rapid, large-amplitude, deformation signals. However, the detection of low amplitude de-402

formation signals, such as interseismic deformation [e.g. Elliott et al., 2008; Cavalié et al.,403

2008; Jolivet et al., 2012; Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013] or long lasting subsidence [e.g. Cavalié404

et al., 2007], requires interferogram stacking or time series analysis. Time series analysis405

methods have proven successful in mitigating turbulent atmospheric signals [e.g Ferretti406
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et al., 2001; Berardino et al., 2002; Cavalié et al., 2007; Hooper et al., 2007; Hetland et al.,407

2012]. Such methods assume the atmospheric phase screen is random in time and use spa-408

tial [e.g. Ferretti et al., 2001; Berardino et al., 2002] and/or temporal filters [e.g. Schmidt409

et al., 2005; Cavalié et al., 2007; Agram et al., 2013] to reduce biases in strain rate esti-410

mates and time series reconstruction. However, as the stratified tropospheric delay is not411

randomly distributed in space, it cannot be filtered out by spatial averaging. Additionally,412

as shown by Doin et al. [2009], seasonal oscillations of the stratified tropospheric delay413

might be aliased in estimates of strain rates because of uneven temporal sampling of SAR414

acquisitions. We illustrate the effect of correcting for the stratified tropospheric delay on415

the Envisat time series of SAR data covering Mt. Etna, from 2003 to 2010.416

We use the dataset processed and described in Doin et al. [2009]. 222 interferograms417

have been generated using the NSBAS processing chain, together with ROI PAC [Rosen418

et al., 2004], combining 63 SAR ascending acquisitions covering Mt. Etna between January419

2003 and June 2010. Using the Generic Interferometric Analysis Toolbox (GIAnT), we420

derive a time series of displacement and a displacement rate map [Agram et al., 2013].421

Stratified tropospheric delay predictions are derived from the ERA-Interim reanalysis.422

We flatten all interferograms by removing a best-fitting orbital function linear in range423

and azimuth. The orbital parameters are consistently re-estimated in a least-square sense424

within the interferometric network. We use the NSBAS inversion method to derive each425

pixel’s LOS deformation evolution between 2003 and 2010 and a map of the average range426

change. Details about the time series inversion method can be found in Lopez-Quiroz et al.427

[2009] and Jolivet et al. [2012].428
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In the following, we compare the reconstructed time series and the velocity maps ob-429

tained with and without using tropospheric corrections. We first focus on the comparison430

between the average velocity field over the 2003-2010 period, obtained with and without431

correcting for the stratified tropospheric delay on each interferogram. The difference be-432

tween both velocity fields (hereafter called a velocity bias) is shown on Fig. 12a. and its433

relationship with topography is shown on Fig. 12b.434

The velocity bias is ∼4 mm/yr between the bottom and the top of the volcanic cone.435

As the deformation rates are on the order of the centimeter per year, such variation can436

affect our interpretation of subsurface processes. Furthermore, the bias shows a correlation437

with the topography (Fig. 12). As the expected deformation field due to magma storage438

at depth is radial spreading centered on the volcanic edifice [e.g. Lundgren et al., 2004],439

one should account for the stratified tropospheric delays over Mt. Etna (as originally440

suggested by Delacourt et al. [1998]). The use of GAMs makes this correction relatively441

straight forward.442

The difference in velocity fields with and without atmospheric correction is due to443

the aliasing of seasonal oscillations in the phase change rate associated with the uneven444

temporal sampling of SAR acquisitions. In figure 12c., we show the temporal evolution445

of a group of pixels located next to the top of Mt. Etna (Fig. 12d.), comparing the446

displacements with and without applying a stratified tropospheric correction derived from447

ERA-Interim. Together with the phase values we plot a filtered time series for both cases,448

using a 75 days, low pass, Gaussian filter. We clearly see the effects of the tropospheric449

corrections on the temporally smoothed time series. The seasonal signal, visible in the450

uncorrected time series (in black), is partially removed with the correction (in blue).451
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By fitting the sum of a sine and cosine function, with an annual periodicity, to the raw,452

unfiltered pixel’s time series with and without atmospheric corrections, we can examine the453

spatial distribution of the seasonal oscillations reduction (Fig. 12d.). For each independent454

pixel, we use a least square approach to estimate the amplitudes of the seasonal oscillations455

a and b, related to ϕ(t), the phase evolution at time t, by,456

ϕ(t) = asin(t) + bcos(t), (9)

with the amplitude of the annual oscillation given as
√
a2 + b2. We estimate this amplitude457

on the time series reconstructed with and without atmospheric corrections. The amplitude458

difference in the seasonal oscillation is correlated with the topography, as is the velocity459

bias (Fig. 12d.). We conclude that the velocity difference observed in Fig. 12a. is indeed460

due to seasonal oscillations of the stratified tropospheric delay that were aliased into the461

rate of range change.462

4. Conclusion

We present here further validation of the use of GAMs to correct interferograms for463

stratified tropospheric delays. The presented examples emphasize the potential of this464

approach for an automatic, systematic, prediction of the stratified delay in InSAR. This465

method is not suited for estimating turbulent patterns on single interferograms. More466

direct approaches can and should be used when available, such as GPS derived zenith467

delays or using the collection of atmospheric data. Still, GAMs can be used for any468

SAR acquisition, especially when no external datasets are available. Furthermore, from469

our validation and those provided by Jolivet et al. [2011], it seems that this correction470

never significantly increases the noise level in interferograms. Yet, in order to assess to471
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what extent this correction method can be applied systematically, a study of the global472

variability of the performances of the method is still needed (i.e. is there geographical473

region where this method succeeds/fails systematically?).474

By removing the stratified tropospheric delay, improvements are multiple. Unwrapping475

is greatly improved over rough terrains where the interferometric phase may be aliased476

[Grandin et al., 2012]. Lateral variations in stratification can be resolved, allowing in477

certain cases a decrease in existing trade-offs between the long wavelength deformation478

signals and the different sources of noise. The accuracy of our measurements in the case479

of an earthquake is improved. Finally, it allows one to mitigate bias in velocity field480

estimates by decreasing the amplitude of seasonal oscillations in the reconstructed phase481

while using time series analysis. These corrections should become standard in processing482

of InSAR data, especially since it is free, automatic and always available.483
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Figure 1. Highlighting the effects of both delay components - From Left to Right: An interferogram

over southern California from Envisat SAR acquisitions on 01/19/2008 and 02/23/2008 on track 170, the corresponding

stratified tropospheric delay predicted using ERA-Interim and the hydrostatic and wet components of the delay. One color

cycle corresponds to 60mm along the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) and 10mm contour lines are plotted. Background shading is

from SRTM DEM. To account for residual orbital errors, the original interferogram has been corrected from a linear trend

in range and azimuth estimated on the residuals after correction from the ERA-Interim prediction.
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Figure 2. Highlighting the effects of both delay components - Phase/Elevation representation of the de-

ramped interferogram shown in Fig. 1 (black dots), together with the wet component of the delay (a. blue dots), the

hydrostatic component (b. yellow dots) and the total delay (c. red dots).
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Figure 3. Validation with MERIS - Left: An interferogram over eastern Makran (Pakistan) from Envisat SAR

acquisitions on 08/27/2004 and 05/03/2004 on track 449. Six panels to the right show the corresponding wet, total and total

de-ramped tropospheric delay predictions using ERA-interim (Top) and MERIS (Bottom). One color cycle corresponds to

5 cm along the LOS direction and 10 cm contour lines are indicated. Background shading is from SRTM DEM.
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Figure 4. Validation with MERIS - a. Standard deviation of the original interferograms (black bars) compared to

the residual standard deviation after correcting for the tropospheric delay derived from MERIS (red bars) and ERA-Interim

(blue bars). Filled colored bars include removal of a 2-D best-fit linear function to account for potential orbit uncertainties,

while white bars do not include such a correction. Gray bars are standard deviation of the original interferogram corrected

with a 2-D best-fit linear function. b. Reduction of standard deviation after correction of the interferograms using MERIS

(red bars) and ERA-Interim (blue bars), including a 2-D best-fit linear function. The x-axis is the interferogram number.

Interferograms are ordered in terms of their respective timespan. Interferograms have been computed from ASAR Envisat

acquisitions covering the eastern Makran (Pakistan), on track 449. Only interferograms corresponding to acquisitions with

MERIS data with less than 30% cloud coverage are used. Arrow indicates the interferogram presented on figure 3. For

examples of corrections, refer to Supp. Mat.
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Figure 5. Influence of the turbulence on the quality of the prediction - Coefficient of correlation between

interferometric phase and elevation as a function of the variance reduction when correcting a given interferogram with the

ERA-I-derived delay. The interferograms used cover the Pakistani Makran area. Black dots are for interferogram on track

449. White dots are for interferograms on track 220. Maximum temporal baseline is 1 year to minimize the influence of

possible tectonic deformation. Two symmetric ellipses encompass 90% of the points presented here. Positive percentage

on the x-axis means the applied correction reduces the variance.
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Figure 6. Turbulent atmospheric delay - Left: An interferogram centered over the Parkfield area, California,

from ERS SAR acquisitions on 10/26/1993 and 11/30/1993. Center: Stratified tropospheric delay predicted using NARR.

Black crosses indicate the position of NARR grid points. Right: Residuals after corrections of the data from the NARR

prediction. One color cycle is 15 mm along the LOS direction and 15mm contour lines are indicated. Background shading

is from SRTM DEM. The thick dashed line indicates the position of an atmospheric front on the image. Black arrows

indicate locations where the tropospheric stratification is visible.
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Figure 7. Comparing predictions on Hawaii - Interferogram over Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, from ALOS

PALSAR acquisitions on 12/04/2009 and 01/19/2010 (top) and the corresponding Phase/Elevation plot (bottom), with

the tropospheric delay derived from NARR, ERA-Interim and MERRA, and the associated predicted Phase/Elevation

plots. These three different models show variable performances, as NARR seems to be the best match for this particular

case. One color cycle corresponds to 75mm along the Line-Of-Sight and 50mm contour lines are indicated.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the standard deviation of residuals after correction with ERA-Interim and

MERRA predictions - Blue dots are the standard deviations of the residuals before removing a 2-D best-fit linear

function to account for orbital uncertainties. Red dots are the standard deviation of the residuals after removing the 2-D

best-fit linear function. The dashed gray line represents the one-to-one relationship.
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Figure 9. Coastal setting - Left: An interferogram over the north Chilean coast from Envisat SAR acquisitions on

01/13/2007 and 08/11/2007 (top) and the corresponding Phase/Elevation plot (bottom). Center: Stratified tropospheric

delay predicted using ERA-Interim with the corresponding Phase/Elevation plot. Right: Residuals after correction with

the ERA-Interim prediction. One color cycle corresponds to 100mm along the Line-Of-Sight and 50mm contour lines are

indicated.
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Figure 10. Removing long wavelength signals with GAMs - Left: Interferogram over the Makran region from

Envisat SAR acquisitions on 09/16/2005 and 11/25/2005 on track 449. Top-Right: Stratified tropospheric delay predicted

using ERA-Interim and corresponding residuals. Bottom-Right: Linear trend in range and azimuth, estimated on the

interferogram and corresponding residuals. One color cycle corresponds to 100mm and 50mm contour lines are indicated.
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Figure 11. The 2005 Mw 7.7 Tarapacá earthquake - Left, Top and Bottom: Coseismic interferograms

from Envisat SAR acquisitions on track 096 (Top, acquisitions on 02/09/2004 and 09/26/2005) and track 368 (Bottom,

acquisitions 05/08/2004 and 08/06/2005). Center, Top and Bottom: Corresponding stratified tropospheric delay predicted

using ERA-Interim. Right: Mosaic of the corrected interferograms. We note that no empirical linear trend has been

removed and that both tracks overlap quite well. One color cycle corresponds to 200mm and 50mm contour lines are

plotted. Background shading is from SRTM DEM.
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Figure 12. Effect of tropospheric stratification on time series products - a. Map of the difference between

LOS displacement rates estimated using the NSBAS constrained inversion scheme with and without stratified tropospheric

delay correction from ERA-I. One color cycle corresponds to 4 mm/yr. Major faults are indicated in black. Background

shading is from SRTM DEM. We note that the velocity difference is strongly correlated with topography on the edifice.

b. Phase velocity difference shown in a. as a function of pixels elevation. c. Pixel displacement between 2003 and 2010

from a time series with stratified tropospheric corrections derived from ERA-Interim, in blue, and without corrections, in

black. The dots show the displacements. The lines show the displacement smoothed using a 75 days gaussian filter. Red

dots and line show the difference. d. Map of the amplitude difference of a seasonal function fitted on time series estimated

with and without stratified tropospheric corrections using ERA-Interim. Major faults are indicated in black. One color

cycle corresponds to 8mm and 2mm contour lines are plotted. Background shading is from SRTM DEM. The black square

indicates the location of pixel shown on a.
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